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A study the effect of plannets on Vedic astrology with 

special reference to sugar patients or diabetic patients 

by data analysing 6th house of Kundali 

 
Debadatta Sadangi and Dr. Rudresh M Shastri 

 
Abstract 

As we know that diabetes has emerged out as major disease in last few decades. Change of lifestyle and 

lack of exercise are found to be main reasons. Once person get diabetic, it is not possible to cure it. One 

has to suffer with it for lifetime. Uncontrolled and even in some cases controlled diabetes lead to many 

side effects on human organs. Untimely death may occur in these cases. So it is need of time that diabetes 

along with its effects on organs to be studied. In this research work only eye disease, heart disease and 

urine disease related horoscopes were studied. 
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Introduction 

In many of astrology books it is mentioned that, Venus is responsible for diabetes. As per 

Phaladīpikā and Jātaka Pārijāta Venus is responsible for diabetes. But in Praśna Mārga, it is 

mentioned that Jupiter and Venus both are responsible the diabetes. As per Gadāvalī, Moon 

and Venus both are responsible the diabetes. 

In Phaladīpikā, it is stated that, Venus signifies jaundice, diseases caused by the irritation of 

phlegmatic and windy humours, trouble to eyes, diabetes, urinary diseases, diseases in the 

generative system, strangury, trouble in cohabitation, exudation of semen, loss (fading away) 

of bodily splendor as a result of intercourse with courtezans, rickets, fear from witches, female 

ghosts and female deities and break of friendship with dear friend. 

 

Research Method 

In this research work survey method is used. This research work is mainly dependent on the 

horoscope data collections. In this data collection gender, date of birth, time of birth and place 

of birth of individual is essential. This data is collected with the help of medical professional, 

pathologist and astrologers. Hence survey method is used. 

 

Hypothesis 

In this research work, the relevant planetary combinations are studied. All the planetary 

combinations were taken from ancient books. All these planetary combinations mentioned in 

these books applicable to society at those times. Here hypothesis, assumes that those planetary 

combinations mentioned for ancient time period are relevant for the modern society also. 

 

Literature Survey 

For this research purpose, all relevant ancient astrology books, āyurveda books and modern 

medicine books were procured and many of them were purchased. All these were studied in 

detail. All relevant information was collected. 

 

Planetary Combinations for Kidney Disease 

The chart shown below indicates the planetary combinations found applicable urinary disease 

related horoscopes. The total numbers of horoscopes are 230. 
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Table 1: Shows Rules Cases and its Percentage 

 

Sr. No. Rules Cases Percentage 

1 Me8 33 14.35 

2 M8 168 73.04 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Shows cases and percentage 

 

Below is the analysis of above  

Here Rule M8 alone found applicable to 168 horoscopes. The 

percentage is 73.04%.Hence it can be inferred that if Rule M8 

is applicable to horoscopes then individual is more prone to 

be kidney disease. 

From the above crucial conservation, that took place between 

Karna and Krishna. This all happen when Krishna was about 

to depart from Hastinapura on the failure of Peace 

negotiation. Krishna here revealed Karna his real identity, and 

eagerly want him to join his elder brother camp, however 

Karna refused it, as the act was a dishonour to his friendship 

to Duryodhana. 

 

Diabetes 

Thus rule L6 and V are combined together found applicable to 

387 horoscopes. The percentage is 61.42%. This amount is 

near to 2/3 of entire horoscopes. Hence it can be inferred that 

if rules L6 and V are applicable to horoscopes then individual 

is more prone to be diabetic. 

 

For Eye disease 

Here Rule S1, Rule S8 and Rule S12 were found applicable to 

175 horoscopes. The percentage is 67.30%. This amount is 

more than 2/3 of entire horoscopes. Here Rule S1 and Rule 

S12 were found applicable to 144 horoscopes. The percentage 

is 55.38%. Hence it can be inferred that if rules Rule S1, Rule 

M12 and Rule S12 are applicable to horoscopes then 

individual is more prone to be eye disease. 

 

For Heart Disease 

Here Rule S4 and Rule V10 were found applicable to 115 

horoscopes. The percentage is 50.00%. This amount is 1/2 of 

entire horoscopes. 

Hence it can be inferred that if rules Rule S4, Rule S11 and 

Rule V10 are applicable to horoscopes then individual is more 

prone to be heart disease. 

 

For kidney Diseases 

Rule Me8 and M8 were found applicable to 192. Here both 

rules are found commonly applicable to some of these 

horoscopes. The percentage is 83.47%. 

Here Rule M8 alone found applicable to 168 horoscopes. The 

percentage is 73.04%. Hence it can be inferred that if Rule 

M8 is applicable to horoscopes then individual is more prone 

to be kidney disease. 

Scope for Future Research 

Interpretation of diabetic horoscopes can be worked as type I, 

type II and other types. Study of diabetic complications can 

be worked out on human organs such as skin, nerves, foot, 

brain etc. 

 

Conclusion 

After studying 630 horoscopes, it is found that all planetary 

combinations given by ancient sages are found to be 

applicable in modern era. The following conclusion can be 

drawn after research. 

For diabetes following Mahādaśā and Aṁtaradaśā Lord 

Combinations were found more applicable. 

Saturn-Rāhu and Rāhu-Venus found applicable to 201 

horoscopes out of 303 horoscopes, the percentage is 66.33%. 

This amount is 2/3 of entire horoscopes. 
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